Analysis: Lit - Claudette Colvin

Position: Assertion

This paper scores a 3 for assertions because while all topic sentences are relevant to the topic of the paper, neither is directly relevant to the thesis. Based on the thesis, a reader would expect that the body paragraphs would prove that Rosa Parks was smart, and probably smarter than Claudette Colvin, and that Rosa Parks has a talent for fighting for rights. The first assertion states, “One reason is that Rosa Parks appealed to more people,” and the second is, “Another reason Rosa Parks should have been the face of the Bus Boycott is that she was calm.” Neither of these is directly relevant to her being smart and her having a talent for fighting for rights.

Essay: Lit - Claudette Colvin

Prompt: Should Rosa Parks or Claudette Colvin have been the face of the bus boycotts?

In the year 1955, a woman refused to give up her seat for a white person. The woman that refused to give up her seat for a white person was Rosa Parks. She was the second person to give up her seat for a white person and got credit for it. Claudette was first to give up her seat for a white person, but she didn’t get credit for it. Rosa Parks should have been the face of the bus boycott because she is smart and has talent for fighting for rights.

One reason is that Rosa Parks appealed to more people. In the text it says, “They were happy that Ms. Parks had to give up her seat and they were happy that they were part of a movement.” Rosa should have been the face of the bus boycott because when she knows a lot of people, she could have a lot of people by her side and if Claudette was the face of the bus boycott people won’t listen to her because nobody knows her and she is a teenager. Additionally, Rosa appealed to more people because people were happy that she refuse to give up her seat. In the text it says, “They were singing. They were praying.” This shows Parks should have been the face of the bus boycott because when people are singing and praying they are usually happy and joyful that something happened.
Another reason Rosa Parks should have been the face of the bus boycott is that she was calm. In the text it says, “She simply says no, and refuses to get up from her seat.” Rosa should have been the face of the bus boycott because some people prefer a leader that is calm, gentle, and friendly, unlike Claudette, who is tough, feisty, and strong. For example, if she was in a court case, she would have gone crazy when somebody on the defensive side said a lie about what happened. Additionally, Rosa was calm because she didn’t act like Claudette when she got arrested. In the text it says, “It’s my constitutional rights! She shrieked again and again as the police dragged her from the bus.” This shows that Rosa should be the face of the bus boycott because Claudette was not calm and she was quick tempered, so if she was in a court case and somebody said a bad word to her she would have done something crazy to that person.

Clearly, Rosa Parks should have been the face of the bus boycott because she has talent for fighting for rights and also Rosa has respect. Furthermore, she acted responsible and humble when she got arrested because she was calm and relaxed. Additionally, Rosa Parks has a lot of self-control, so that is why she should have been the face of the bus boycott. What would the bus system be like if Rosa didn’t refuse to give up her seat?